This paper presents a novel ECG signal measuring approach using compressive sensing method. 
Introduction
Heart disease is the leading cause of mortality in the world. It accounts for 32% deaths in China in 2003, which is ranked No. 1. The ageing population makes heart disease and other cardiovascular diseases (CVD) an increasing heavy burden on the healthcare systems of developing countries.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a graphical recording of the electrical signals generated by the heart. The ECG reveals a lot of important clinical information about the heart, and is the gold standard for the diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmias [1] . Generally, ECG test processing is usually performed in a hospital environment. This may cause so-called White Coat Syndrome, which affect the accuracy of the test result due to mental stress. Moreover, since the test can only be performed occasionally due to the cost and schedule constraint, some important symptoms can be missed which may lead to delayed diagnosis and even misdiagnosis. There are large demands to change the traditional physician/hospital based heart disease therapies into inhome and personal prevention, early detection and fitness healthcare services.
Recently, there has been increasing interest from researchers, system designers, and application developers on a new type of network architecture generally known as body sensor networks (BSNs) or body area networks (BANs) [2] [3] . An example of a medical BANs used for patient monitoring system is shown in Fig. 1 . Several sensors are placed in clothes, directly on the body or under the skin of a person and measure the temperature, blood pressure, heart rate, ECG, EEG, respiration rate, SpO 2 -levels ,etc. A Coordinator such as a Smartphone or PDA can collect and distribute these data wirelessly to Remote clients [4] [5] . In case of vital signal detection, the system can rapidly respond and send an alarm to patient's family, hospital or community healthcare center. These intelligent body sensors have many special features, for instance, tiny size, wireless communication and low energy consumption. The system can significantly free the activity of patients and make the mobile healthcare possible.
Note that Energy Efficiency is one of the most important features of an ideal network. Energy efficient ECG data acquisition can prolong the lifetime of the biosensors and hence the usability of the whole body sensor network. The electrocardiogram (ECG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) are sampled at moderate frequencies of hundreds of hertz, both for commercial and in research systems [5] . However, this order of magnitude is too high for the capabilities of current devices, so a new concept may be introduced: compressive sensing. Compressive sensing, also known as compressed sensing, has been blooming in the beginning of this century and showed a state-of-the-art effect on signal acquisition and processing. Candes et. Al [6] and Donoho [7] prove that compressive sensing can directly sample linear measurements to recover the signal without the intermediate stage, hence it reduce the load of sampling the signal. The essence of this concept is that, as the signals commonly acquired and processed are not pure noise, there is some transformation in which a fairly sparse representation of the signals is obtained due to redundancies and to the presence of some sort of structure in the data. Based on Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), many works focus on different pairs of the sparsity basis and the measurements basis. For the sparsity basis, many sophisticated transform-based orthogonal basis such as Fourier, wavelet and discrete cosinusoid transform are applied to represent the original signal in sparsity. For the measurement basis, the maximum incoherent feature is required. Many researchers have proven that independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables from a Gaussian probability density function with mean zero and variance 1/N has different randomly weighted linear combinations of the elements of original signals [8] [9] . According to these contributions, if types of ECG signals can be represented in sparsity based on some orthogonal basis, it should be well recovered using less M projections or measurements. Hence, the total sampling energy can be significantly saved compared to traditional Shannon Sampling way.
In this paper, we present a novel ECG signal acquisition method inspired by the state-of-theart compressive sensing. Compared with conventional signal processing mode, samplecompression-transmitting, Compressive sensing is able to ignore the intermediate processing for compressing ECG signal and approximately recover the origins. The structure of paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the characteristic of Cardiac Signals. Section 3 shows the fundamental compressive sensing concepts including two significant conditions sparsity and incoherence, and recovery algorithm. In Section 4, the simulation results are given out to testify the feasibility of compressive sensing for ECG signals. Last, we summarize the whole processing and conclusions.
Cardiac Signal
The Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is a qualitative analysis of the electrical potentials the sinoatrial node generates during the cardiac cycle to stimulate the myocardium and may be acquired using only three chest electrodes if connected to proper amplification and filtering circuitry [10] . The QRS complex is due to ventricular depolarization and is the foremost ECG wave as shown in Fig.2 . During an exercise test, patients' heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) are usually monitored to handle the evaluation. Heart rate, also known as pulse and heart beat, is the measurement of the number of heart beats per minute. The times per minute that the heart contracts. Heart rate variability refers to the beat-to-beat alterations in heart rate and their respective periods. Heart rate and heart rate variability have been proved to be able to reflect the state of the cardiovascular system and the autonomic nervous system in many studies [11] . Since heart rate is estimated as the average of the reciprocal of two neighbor R waves' interval with a specified time window, the recovery signals should represent these extremely important features after processing compressive sensing. Meanwhile, some features as shown in fig.2 , PQ interval and ST interval cannot show a magnificent displacement with original signals as well.
Energy-Efficient Measurement Approach

Compressive Sensing
Consider a real-valued, finite-length, one-dimensional, discrete-time signal x, which can be viewed 
This optimization problem, also known as Basis Pursuit, can be solved with traditional linear programming techniques. However, applying this approach into signal recovery should obey two distinct rules, one is signal can be transformed or represented in orthogonal basis, the other is the measurement matrix M indicates extremely incoherent with orthogonal basis  .
Sparsity and Incoherence
In signal processing research field, many transforming methods for representing signals in sparsity basis and converging signal energy to easily store or transmit are proposed recently, for instance, Discrete Fourier Transform(DCT), Wavelets and Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT),etc. Generally, the biophysical signals are continuous and regular in nature. Hence, it can be represented by aforementioned transforms. To testify this, we exploit a conventional FFT transform to check signal sparsity. All the data we used are from MIT-BIH online distribution, a standard ECG database for arrhythmia diagnosis and research. Figure 3 . A comparison between original normal ECG signal and corresponding representation in sparsity basis, in which traditional FFT transformation is adopted. The data here we used are collected from MIT-BIH medical database. The original signal is sampled at the rate of 300Hz. After windowing progress, the total number of large coefficients in FFT domain is K=64.
(a). Normal sinus ECG snapshot with 4 QRS complex (b). Orthogonal Transformation of ECG signal in FFT domain
A set of signals containing 1024 samples are adopted into FFT procedure shown in Fig.3 . After that, a windowing process in order to make the signals in FFT domain sparser is exploited. Then, using Equ.4 to truncate the transformation coefficients to a percentage p (20%) of their maximum, and only them computing the inverse transform [5] . Fig. 3(b) shows the sparse signal in FFT domain in which the total energy mainly covers the lowest and highest frequency field individually. Another set of 
The matrix  must preserve the lengths of K sparse vectors. However, a sufficient condition for a stable solution for both K-sparse and compressible signals is referred to as the restricted isometry property (RIP) [12] . A related condition, referred to as incoherence, requires that the rows { }  of  cannot sparsely represent the columns { }  of  . According to RIP condition, the independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables from a Gaussian probability density function with mean zero and variance 1/N can approximately satisfy the RIP condition. So, The Gaussian measurement matrix  is exploited as the second basis for ECG compressive sensing progress.
Recovery Approach
Compressive sensing states that the sparse signal recovery problem is a L 0 norm minimization problem which can be approximately converted to a convex L 1 norm optimization problem. Unfortunately, L 0 norm minimization problem is both numerically unstable and NP-complete [13] .Hence, many novel recovery algorithms are proposed to reduce the computational complexity, and still meet the requirement of the recovery performance at the same time. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) is a greedy based solution to solve non-linear convex problem in an efficient way. The necessary condition for successful estimation is that iterative time cannot be less than number of nonzero coefficients. 
Simulation Results
In this section, we design several simulations with the purpose of checking the feasibility of OMP to recover the original ECG signal. All the data we used are collected from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. The total number of original data is 1024, which means the sampling number of these data is no less than 2048 according to Shannon Sampling Theorem in conventional way. The important metric, number of projections or measurements, M, is theoretically larger than klog N/k, which is set to 1/4 of Nyquist samples here, 512. K non-zero entries in FFT domain is 200. So, if the recovery successfully represents the original signal and no special features are lost such as R-R interval, QR and ST duration, etc., then the energy of such compressive sensing for ECG acquisition can save approximately 3/4 power of system, which is a highly inspirational expectation. 4 shows the whole scenario and details of origins and recovery individually. The line indicates the normal original ECG, and the hollow circles mean the recovery samples after OMP process. All the procedures are calculated in Matlab 7.1 platform. Obviously, for the whole scene, the two waves approximately overlap including the important part of QRS complex. From the detail figure (lower), the P wave, QRS complex and T wave can be significantly identified, so do the features. However, the ill-conditioned ECG signal is not analyzed till now, while it plays the crucial role for heart disease diagnosis. Hence, three typical ill-conditioned ECGs are adopted into compressive sensing and recovering. Fig. 5 shows the individual results of arrhythmia, ST change and Post-Ictal Heart Rate Oscillation. The special waves can also be recovered well (table 1 shows the whole norm errors). It means that the important information for diagnosis can be extracted from these recovery signals using popular ECG feature detectors. Compared to traditional sampling method, this approach can significantly prolong the lift time of body sensor networks. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel ECG signal sampling method based on state-of-the-art compressive sensing. Theoretically, a signal representing sparsity in some orthogonal basis can be well recovered using minimize L 1 norm optimization, while satisfying the RIP condition for the measurement matrix  and orthogonal basis  . Inspired by this mathematical contribution, we exploit it into ECG acquisition process. Compared with conventional Shannon sampling theorem, we just use 1/4 of total projections to reconstruct the original ECG signal. The simulation results indicate that the special features in ECG including QRS complex, R-R interval, PQ and ST duration, can be well recovered with tiny norm error. The results also show that using this approach can significantly save the total power of sampling section for ECG acquisition and prolong the extremely precious lifetime of Body Sensor Networks.
